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Let PSA BDP be the Lead Logistics Partner to help orchestrate your supply chain. Our team will book 
and manage your shipments while providing you with actionable insights to optimize your supply chain.

We deliver a complete solution that encompasses planning, shipment coordination, documentation, 
freight audit, analytics and proactive exceptions management.

Orchestrating Your Supply Chain

SUPPLY CHAIN ORCHESTRATION

A myraid of 
supply chain
challenges

Complex, long 
supply chains

Constant supply 
chain disruptions

Fragmentation of 
transport providers 
and lack of industry 
standardsConvoluted 

processes

Access to
expertise

“Thanks to [the team’s] proactive and 
flexible approach, we are able to deploy 
creative and alternative solutions when 
problems arise, whether it’s a strike, lack of 
equipment, or even a global pandemic.”

-Yves Antoine, Director Global Logistics Procurement,
Arkema S.A.
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DID YOU KNOW?
PSA BDP proudly serves 8 of the top 10 chemical 
manufacturers as their trusted Lead Logistics Partner.

Besides coordinating the international transport booking operations with your nominated providers, 
we also help you to manage all your logistics – whether they are booked by PSA BDP or other 3PL 
providers. With PSA BDP, get total visibility of your shipments, predictive arrivals and risk events on 
a single platform.

Through Smart Suite, we empower you with actionable insights to make informed decisions swiftly. 
This enables you to optimize operations, minimize disruptions, and enhance overall supply chain 
performance.

Orchestrating Your Supply Chain

Technology and expertise that power your supply chain

When supply chain events occur

With PSA BDP as your Control Tower, you can manage exceptions proactively and efficiently. Rely 
on our dedicated team to provide real-time information for your shipments along with mitigation 
measures to avoid disruptions to your supply chain and impacts to your bottom line.

What you gain Reliability

Visibility

Optionality

Optimization

SEE  
Transparency to exceptions & disruptions 

ACT 
Decision-making that builds resilience 

OPTIMIZE 
Intelligence to drive performance
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Why PSA BDP?

L E A R N  M O R E

More than 55 years of specialized market know-how, 
including Dangerous Goods and High Care expertise

Independent and neutral LSP that delivers trusted insights 
that matter to your business

Greater connectivity of partners to give you agility and 
optionality

Visibility of inventory flow, predictive arrivals and risk 
monitoring to give you control of your supply chain

Single partner to manage and navigate complexity with 
ease

Gain value by deploying your team to strategic work and 
convert fixed logistics cost to variable


